CLAUIANO
MOSAIC SYMPOSIUM
International Symposium of Contemporary Mosaic -2nd Ed.
This project was born from the idea of organizing an international symposium of contemporary mosaic concerning
features of our land.

Year 2015

The theme was “Chairs” and it involved 11 internationally known artists and 11 companies of the Chair District..

Year 2017

The theme has been WINE and it brought here in Friuli Venezia Giulia 9 mosaic artists from all over the world, who
had been matched to 9 winemakers located in the areas of Prepotto and Cormons.

“Alchemic Conversions – the transformation of spirit, form and matter”
Under the Art direction of the Italian mosaic master Giulio MENOSSI, 9 professional mosaic artists coming from
Mexico, Turkey, Brasil, South Africa, The US, Canada and Australia created outstanding mosaic artworks starting from
the barrel where the wine (and vinegar) are stored while waiting to become excellent products of our land. Nine
winemakers, one for each artist, provided the wine barrels and contributed to carry out the ambitious project:
Edi Keber, Enoteca di Cormons, La Subida, LivioFelluga, Picech Roberto_from Cormons (Go)
and Marinig Valerio, Pizzulin Denis, Ronco dei Pini, Stanig_from Prepotto (Ud).
The artists were invited to think about “alchemic conversions”.
Starting from the transformation of the soil by the vine grower – for example the selection of the vine and the
type of approach to the land (traditional, biological, etc.) – they later discovered the steps of the transformation
of the grapes into wine. In the same way, the artists transform the matter they work with to give it new life. But
transformation is something that involves all of us from very close through the actions and paths we take every day
that reflect on our soul…
This project reminds us that matter, men and soul change constantly, while passion, stronger than ever, persists as a
guide… In the world of mosaic, wine and in life.

Art Director Giulio Menossi
The Artist:

					

		 aida valencia 											messico

							ana foncerrada									
messico
							catia usevicius maia 						
brasile
							dianne sonnenberg 						
usa canada (nativi)
							karla duterloo 									
sud africa
							lillian sizemore									
wisconsin, usa
							marian shapiro										
australia
							sibel akkaba												turchia
							yulia hanansen										
maryland, usa
“Clauiano Mosaic Symposium” – 2nd Edition

(Udine & Clauiano, June - July)
This Symposium, one of a kind in the world of mosaic, is a workshop of art and was organized in a way that artists
from different nations could meet in Friuli Venezia Giulia to promote the ancient mosaic technique and show what
is created in the world with coloured tesserae and imagination. It is also an opportunity of dialogue between artists
with different training experiences.The SYMPOSIUM arouse a great interest at a global scale in the world of mosaic, as
well as in art and culture in general, and many people followed it on our Facebook page and website every day.

WWW.CLAUIANO MOSAICS.COM
Facebook:Clauiano Mosaics & More
Istagram e twitter Clauiano Mosaics

Symposium companies

